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Abstract: - Due to the enhanced digital media on the 
web, information security and privacy protection issue 
have attracted the eye of information communication. 
Information hiding has become a subject of sizable im-
portance. Currently each day there's very big drawback 
of information hacking into the networking space. There 
is variety of techniques offered within the trade to over-
come this drawback. So, information hiding within the 
encrypted image is one in all the solutions, however the 
matter is that the original cover can't be losslessly recov-
ered by this system. That’s why recently; additional and 
additional attention is paid to reversible information 
concealing in encrypted pictures however this technique 
drawback low hardiness. A completely unique technique 
is planned by reserving for embedding information be-
fore encoding of the image takes place with the offered 
algorithmic rule. Currently the authentic person will hide 
the information simply on the image to produce authen-
tication. The transmission and exchange of image addi-
tionally desires a high security .This is the review paper 
regarding this reversible information hiding algorithms 
obtainable. As a result, because of histogram enlarge-
ment and bar graph shifting embedded message and also 
the host image may be recovered dead. The embedding 
rate is enhanced and PSNR magnitude relation using 
novel technique. 

Keywords:-— Reversible Data Hiding, Image Encryp-
tion, Image Decryption, Histogram Shifting, Data Hid-
ing, Image Recovery, PSNR. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data hiding within the encrypted pictures by allocating 
memory before cryptography is used to recover the first 
cover with none loss & errors. It’s primarily utilized in 
the medical metaphors, military metaphors and law fo-
rensics, wherever no distortion of the first image is al-
lowed. In this, the terribly initiative applied is to order 
the memory area into the image for information embed-
ding. It’s useful as a result of it saves the time for making 
area for information on time. Then the image cryptogra-
phy is stepped within which the information is embed-
ding. There is range of strategies for the image crypto-
graphy like image partition within which image is split 
into 2 elements. Then part 1st is reversibly embedded 
into the part second. That’s least important bits are em-
bedded 1st partially second [1]. Reversible information 
hiding Techniques as once information is embedded into 
the image then the standard of image get disturbed. 
Therefore it's expected that once the info extraction the 

image quality ought to be maintained similar to the first 
image. However that image contains some distortions. 
With regard of distortion in image, Kalker and Willems 
established a rate-distortion copy for RDH, through that 
they showed the rate-distortion bounds of RDH for while 
not memory covers and planned a algorithmic code de-
velopment that, however, doesn't move towards the sure 
[2]. Here used the secret writing and decryption. Infor-
mation hiding may be a technique for embedding info 
into covers like image, audio, and video files, which might 
be used for media notation, copyright protection, integri-
ty authentication, covert communication, etc. Most in-
formation concealment strategies introduce messages 
into the duvet media to come up with the marked media 
by solely modifying the smallest amount important a 
part of the cover and, thus, ensure sensory activity 
transparency. The embedding method can sometimes 
introduce permanent distortion to the cover, that is, the 
first cowl will ne'er be reconstructed from the marked 
cover. However, in some applications, like medical repre-
sentational process, military representational process, 
and law forensics, no degradation of the first cover is 
allowed. In these cases, we'd like a special reasonably 
information concealment methodology, that is named as 
reversible information hiding (RDH) or lossless informa-
tion hiding, by that the first cover may be lossless res-
tored  once the embedded message is extracted.  

 
Figure 1 Reversible information hiding method 

Fig.1 shows easy model of Reversible information hiding 
(RDH) Message this could be done by choosing an encod-
ing key that is use to encode the initial data once encrypt-
ing the data or information hiding secret is used and this 
information hiding secret is embedded on the encrypted 
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data with the assistance of information hider block and 
this encrypted information containing embedded data is 
forward the channel .This will received by image decod-
ing which will decode the received information and by 
this decode data the initial data is extracted by activity 
the reverse operation by using an equivalent encode key. 
Reversible information hiding is mostly supported 2 
technologies: distinction growth (DE) [3, 4] and bar 
graph shifting (HS) [5, 6]. 

Histogram Shifting 
Data hiding technique supported bar graph shifting is 
used to insert information in cover media by shifting the 
bar graph of image. This method detects peak and 0 
points within the bar graph. By shifting these peak and 0 
points information is embedded. It provides high infor-
mation hiding capability with low distortion. The input 
image is split into blocks. Shifting of bar graph is finished 
on every block. Because of that information hiding capa-
bility is increased and visual quality is improved further. 
Embedding image at intervals blocks is a lot of in quanti-
ty as compared with embedding at intervals one image. 
This method doesn't permit overflow and underflow 
drawback that's grayscale exceeds on top of 255or falls 
below zero. [7]. 

 
Figure 2 image convert into histogram 

II. RELATED WORK 
In Ashwind S et al. [8] a Novel method is proposed by 
reserving room before encryption with a traditional RDH 
algorithm. It maintains the excellent property that the 
original image can be lossless recovered after embedded 
data is extracted while protecting the image content’s 
privacy. An algorithm on Reversible Data Hiding on im-
ages and data, not only enhances the data transmission 
but also data security 

In Li.  Ming et al. [9], the hidden data is embedded in the 
encrypted image without data expansion is the principle 
of designing the homomorphic cryptosystem. In addition, 
histogram shifting algorithm provides a real reversibility. 

X. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a novel scheme for separa-
ble reversible data hiding which is made up of image en-
cryption, data embedding and data-extraction/image-
recovery phases. The content owner encrypts the origi-
nal uncompressed image using an encryption key to pro-
duce an encrypted image. Then, the data-hider com-
presses the least significant bits of the encrypted image 
using a data-hiding key to create a sparse space to ac-
commodate the additional data. At the receiver side, the 
data embedded in the created space can be easily re-
trieved from the encrypted image containing additional 
data according to the data-hiding key. Since the data em-
bedding only affects the LSB, a decryption with the en-
cryption key can result in an image similar to the original 
version. When using both of the encryption and data-
hiding keys, the embedded additional data can be suc-
cessfully extracted and the original image can be perfect-
ly recovered by exploiting the spatial correlation in natu-
ral image. Following figure shows the three cases at the 
receiver side.  

Che-Wei Lee et al. [11] proposed a lossless data hiding 
method based on histogram shifting, which employs a 
scheme of adaptive division of cover images into blocks 
to yield large data hiding capacities as well as high stego-
image qualities. The method is shown to break a bottle-
neck of data-hiding-rate increasing at the image block 
size of 8 × 8, which is found in existing histogram-shifting 
methods. Four ways of block divisions are designed, and 
the one which provides the largest data hiding capacity is 
selected adaptively. 

Sruthi et al. [12] this paper presents is a review on RDH 
reversible data hiding technique. This paper shows that 
there are difference methods like expansion, interpola-
tion technique, prediction and sorting, histogram modifi-
cation for data hiding which is now used in encrypted 
images to improve security. Different RDH algorithms 
have their own merits and no single approach is optimal 
and applicable to all cases. This paper is a comprehensive 
exploration of all the major reversible data hiding ap-
proaches and also presents a new method RDH by re-
serving room before encryption.  

 In Subhanya R.J et al. [13] presented the paper “Differ-
ence Expansion Reversible Image Watermarking 
Schemes Using Integer Wavelet Transform Based Ap-
proach”. In this project, they present a new scheme of 
image watermarking to guard intellectual properties and 
to secure the content of digital images. It is an effective 
way to protect the copyright by image watermarking. 
The work concerns with the watermarking algorithm 
that embeds image/ text data invisibly into a video based 
on Integer Wavelet Transform and to minimize the mean 
square distortion between the original and watermarked 
image and also to increase Peak signal to noise ratio. 
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Here the message bits are hidden into gray/color images. 
The size of secret data/image is smaller than cover im-
age. To transfer the secret image/text confidentiality, the 
secret image/text itself is not hidden, keys are generated 
for each gray/color component and the IWT is used to 
hide the keys in the corresponding gray/color compo-
nent of the cover image. The watermarks are invisible 
and robust against noise and commonly image 
processing methods. 

Xinpeng et al. [14] the encrypted image holds the hidden 
data and on decryption the respective image and the 
hidden data is recovered perfectly by using the encryp-
tion key. 

Cancellaro et al. [15] the encryption system and water 
marking provides authentication for the data transmis-
sion of a dependent key transformation. The security of 
the dependent key system is increased. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION SETUP TOOL 
Mat lab Setup tool using millions of scientist’s world and 
engineers’ use of MATLAB to analyze and design the sys-
tems. The matrix-based language of mat lab is the 
world’s natural or easy way to graphical present express 
computational mathematics. Built-in graphics make it 
easy to visualize and gain insights from data. Mat lab se-
tup tool using desktop environment exploration and dis-
covery. These Mat lab Setup tool tools and capabilities 
are all rigorously tested and designed to work together. 
Mat lab Setup tool helps you take your ideas beyond the 
desktop. You can run your analyses on larger data sets, 
and scale up to clusters and clouds. Mat lab Setup tool 
code can be integrated with other languages, enabling 
you to deploy algorithms and applications within web, 
enterprise, and production systems. Intel Processor, 4GB 
memory, and Window 8 Ultimate system. Here, this me-
thod implemented and simulating on MAT LAB 2014and 
for this work they use Intel dual core processor 1.836 
GHz Machine and operating system window-xp.  The Per-
formance analysis of MATLAB (R2014a) i.e. used for this 
thesis Implementation of data mining provides processor 
optimized libraries for fast execution and computation 
and performed on input cancer dataset. It uses its JIT 
(just in time) compilation technology to provide execu-
tion speeds that rival traditional programming languag-
es. It can also further advantage of multi core and multi-
processor computers, MATLAB provide many multi 
threaded linear algebra and numerical function. These 
functions automatically execute on multiple computa-
tional thread in a single MATLAB (R2014b), to execute 
faster on multicore computers. In this thesis, all en-
hanced efficient data retrieve results were performed in 
MATLAB (R2014b).It is the high level language and in-
teractive background used by millions of engineers and 
scientists universal. It lets explore and visualize ideas 

and work together across different disciplines with sig-
nal and image processing, message and calculation of 
results. MATLAB (R2014b) provides implements to ob-
tain, analyze, and picture data, allow you to get insight 
into your data in a division of the time it would take us-
ing spreadsheets or traditional programming languages. 
It can also document and share the results through plots 
and reports or as published MATLAB (R2014b) code.  
Matrix laboratory is a multi paradigm numerical com-
pute condition and 4th invention programming language. 
It is developed by math work; MATLAB (R2014b) allows 
matrix strategy, plotting of function and data, implemen-
tation of algorithm, construction of user interfaces with 
programs. MATLAB (R2014b) is proposed mostly for 
statistical computing interactive environment for itera-
tive exploration, design and problem solving, Mathemati-
cal function for statistics, filtering, numerical analysis 
and solving the equations. Database analysis and retriev-
al fine data in dataset. Development tools for improving 
code quality and maximizing performance. Tools for 
structure use with custom graphical interfaces. It has 
following functionality for data analysis Analyzing Data 
healthcare, Acquiring Data, Visualizing Data, text and 
documenting analysis. MATLAB (R2014b) is a high-level 
technical compute language and interactive environment 
for algorithm development, data visualization, records 
analysis, and numeric computation Mat lab is a software 
program that allows you to do data manipulation and 
visualization, calculations, math and programming. It can 
be used to do very simple as well as very sophisticated 
tasks. Database, analysis, visualization, and algorithm 
development. You can perform efficient data retrieve 
enhancement. Many functions in the toolbox are multith-
readed to take benefit of multicourse and multiprocessor 
computers. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS  
Reversible digital image information hiding process and 
secure image information protected in kind of image his-
togram and information hiding into image exploitation 
bar graph shifting Techniques. Secure image and authen-
tication image information. 

(a)Experimentation1: In resize tiger cover image1 and 
resize Amazon data image2 embedding both images and 
convert into histogram form using PADHM are minimum 
error as compare BHS but PADHM are more PSNR values 
as compare BHS. It is called our proposed method best as 
compare BHS.  

(b)Experimentation2: In resize haythorpe mannum 
cover image1 and resize YouTube data image2 embed-
ding both images and convert into histogram form using 
PADHM are minimum error as compare BHS but PADHM 
are more PSNR values as compare BHS. It is called our 
proposed method best as compare BHS.  
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Figure 3 Performances Analysis case1 between BHS and 

PADHM base on MSE and PSNR. 

 
Figure 4 Performances analysis case2 between BHS and 

PADHM base on MSE and PSNR 

V. CONCLUSION 
Digital image data process according to reversible image 
data histogram hiding techniques is performed. Reversi-
ble information hiding schemes for encrypted image with 
a less PSNR computation is analyzed, that consists of im-
age cryptography, information activity and information 
extraction/ image recovery phases the initial pictures are 
encrypted by a cryptography strategy. Thus a study re-
garding a cryptography strategy is performed. Though a 
data or information hider doesn't know the initial con-
tent, he will infix the key information into the encrypted 
image. Reversible information hiding in encrypted pic-
tures may be a new topic drawing attention as a result of 
the privacy protective necessities from cloud information 
management. Previous ways implement RDH in en-
crypted pictures by vacating area once cryptography, as 
against that is projected by reserving area before crypto-
graphy. Therefore the information hider will take plea-
sure in the additional area emptied get in previous stage 
to form data hiding method effort less. This methodology 
will profit of all ancient RDH techniques for plain pic-
tures and reach wonderful performance while not loss of 
good secrecy. These novel methodologies are able to do 
real changeability, separate information extraction and 
greatly improvement on the standard of marked de-
crypted pictures. According to our proposed method 
comparison from existing technique and shows in the 
result that the proposed algorithm is more efficient in 
terms of performance as compared to previous technique 
so they can summarize the proposed technique is a good 
substitution for image data secure. The techniques are 

classified supported PSNR values that outline the peak 
Signal to Noise ratio between the first plain image and 
therefore the encrypted image. MSE are less and PSNR 
more in show result. 
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